GCC2-ALK as a targetable fusion in lung adenocarcinoma and its enduring clinical responses to ALK inhibitors.
ALK, RET and ROS1 fusions have been identified as treatable targets in 5%-15% of non-small-cell lung cancers, and thanks to the advanced sequencing technologies, their new partner genes have been steadily detected. Here we identified a rare fusion of ALK (GCC2-ALK) in a patient with advanced lung adenocarcinoma and monitored the treatment efficacy of ALK inhibitors on this patient. We further performed in vitro functional studies of this fusion protein for evaluating its oncogenic potential. The GCC2-ALK fusion gene was identified by targeted next generation sequencing (NGS) from the tumor DNA samples, and its fusion product was confirmed by Sanger sequencing the cDNA product. The functional study of GCC2-ALK was performed in Ba/F3 cells with cell proliferation and viability assays. The activation of downstream signaling pathways of ALK and their responses to crizotinib inhibition were studied in HEK-293 and 293T cells with ectopic expression of GCC2-ALK. In parallel, disease progression in the patient was monitored by computed tomography scanning and targeted NGS of either liquid or tissue biopsy samples throughout and after crizotinib treatment. Similarly to EML4-ALK, the GCC2-ALK fusion protein promotes IL-3-independent growth of Ba/F3 cells. Ectopic expression of GCC2-ALK leads to hyper-activation of ALK downstream signaling that can be inhibited by crizotinib. Crizotinib treatment of the patient resulted in 18 months of progression free survival without any trace of GCC2-ALK fusion in the liquid biopsies. Re-biopsy of a lung lesion at progression identified the re-occurrence of GCC2-ALK. The patient was then administrated with a second-generation ALK inhibitor, ceritinib, and received partial response until the last follow-up. We identified and functionally validated GCC2-ALK as a constitutively activated fusion in NSCLC. The patient was benefited from crizotinib treatment initially and then ceritinib after progression, suggesting GCC2-ALK as a novel therapeutic target for ALK inhibitors.